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Abstract 

 

INTEGRATION OF A STORAGE SYSTEM FOR BARE MACHINE COMPUTING 

 

Hamdan Alabsi  

 

This research investigates and develops strategies for integrating a storage system 

with bare machine computing (BMC) applications, which run without the support of any 

operating system (OS) or kernel. Any storage system requires reliability, availability, 

survivability and high performance. We first explored reliability and performance of 

storage data using a redundant array of independent disk (RAID) technique and applied 

this to BMC file systems. The RAID design and implementation was done using 2, 4, and 

8 detachable mass storage devices (USB flash drives). We resolved many design issues 

that arose when integrating a file system with multiple flash drives, and conducted 

experiments on a variety of storage data split configurations. We then integrated the file 

system and RAID application with a bare PC Web server that allows users to access storage 

online.  

We also integrated the SQLite database with the bare PC file system and the bare 

PC Web server. We showed that the BMC architecture allows us to integrate other 

components. We used the integrated database system to demonstrate two popular 

applications that run on a bare PC. The database provides services for clients via a Web 

interface and associated queries. It is further used to provide an email service for a select 

group of clients, where the database serves as storage media for messages. As the email 

service is limited to a small group of users, it is a closed and secure communication system.    
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In this research, we integrated many components including the Web server, 

database and email applications, file system, RAID, and SQLite enabling them to run as a 

single monolithic executable on a bare machine. The integrated BMC system has inherent 

security and performance benefits due to not running an OS or kernel. Our work provides 

a foundation to build future BMC systems that integrate additional components with bare 

PC applications.    
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The operating system (OS) is a fundamental software element that is needed to run most 

computer applications. An OS manages and coordinates computer hardware and software 

resources and provide services to the users. However, an OS creates complexity, introduces 

security vulnerabilities and degrades performance due to its many functions and features. 

OS based systems are inherently layered and open systems. As new versions of OSs 

emerge, existing applications may need to be ported to the new platforms resulting in 

obsolescence and waste. An alternate approach to developing computer applications is to 

use the bare machine computing (BMC) [1] paradigm that reduces obsolescence and waste.  

In the BMC paradigm applications run without the support of any operating system (OS) 

or centralized kernel. The BMC approach optimizes and improves the system with respect 

to performance and security. It also eliminates system complexity that is due to the OS 

environment.   

The first part of this dissertation explores the reliability and performance of file systems. 

Most file systems and redundant array of independent disks (RAID) architectures depend 

on an underlying OS platform or kernel. We design and implement a novel RAID file 

system for USBs that runs on a bare PC without using any operating system or kernel. We 

present preliminary performance data that measures the time for file operations such as 

read and write for various settings of configuration parameters such as file size, sectors per 

block and number of USBs. In addition to providing protection against OS-related security 

vulnerabilities, bare RAID systems have the advantages of privacy and portability. 

The second part of this dissertation investigates the integration of a file system, Web 

server and SQLite [2]. Existing SQLite is a server-less database engine, in which read and 
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write access is done directly using database files on disk. There is no intermediary server 

process [3]. Previously, an amalgamated SQLite was transformed to run on a bare PC as 

shown in [4] [5]. This transformation process required the removal of conventional OS 

system calls and their replacement with direct hardware interfaces designed for bare 

machine computing (BMC) [1]applications. The standard system calls for memory were 

replaced with bare PC memory allocation interfaces. As SQLite provides a virtual file 

interface (VFS), it is replaced with a bare PC file system interface (using FAT32) [6] [7].  

The transformation and integration of SQLite into bare PC applications was done without 

understanding and changing the existing code in SQLite [4] [5]. Our work enables SQLite 

to be integrated with a bare PC Web server and file system in a client/server environment. 

The SQLite amalgamated package is written in C and bare PC applications are written 

in C++. Thus, there were special interfaces needed to communicate between C and C++ 

programs. Integration of standalone SQLite into a client/server environment also poses 

many challenges as described in this dissertation. SQLite running as a client/server system 

can be used by Web clients for database creation and access. The database will be stored 

on a USB flash drive and treated like any other database. The USB flash drive can be 

secured assuming that physical security is controlled by a given user. The SQLite database 

management system runs on a bare PC with a bare PC file system.  In addition, SQLite is 

also used as a database mail (DB mail) system for a select group of users. Although it is 

Web-based, DB mail does not interoperate with other conventional mail systems. It 

provides closed communication between selected users to provide a highly secure system. 

As the system is closed to other users, many existing email problems such as spam and 

security vulnerabilities are avoided.  
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The system is especially suited for secure communication among users in the defense 

sector, government agencies and private enterprises. The rest of the dissertation provides 

details of RAID and SQLite integration in a BMC system.  
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2 RELATED WORK 

In this section, we present an overview of the BMC paradigm and existing bare PC 

applications. We also discuss other approaches that attempt to minimize OS overhead.  

2.1 Bare Machine Computing Background 

BMC is a programming paradigm based on bare machines. In the BMC paradigm, 

applications run without the support of any operating system (OS) or centralized kernel 

i.e., no intermediary software is loaded on the bare machine prior to running applications. 

The applications, which are called bare machine applications or simply BMC applications, 

do not use any persistent storage or a hard disk, and instead are stored on detachable mass 

storage such as a USB flash drive. A BMC program consists of a single application or a 

small set of applications (application suite) that runs as a single executable within one 

address space. BMC applications have direct access to the necessary hardware resources. 

They are self-contained, self-managed and self-controlled entities that boot, load and run 

without using any other software components or external software. BMC applications have 

inherent security due to their design. There are no OS-related vulnerabilities, and each 

application only contains the necessary (minimal) functionality [8]. There is no privileged 

mode in a BMC system since applications only run in user mode. Also, application code is 

statically compiled-there is no means to dynamically alter BMC program flow during 

execution. 

In many ways, the BMC paradigm differs from conventional computing. There is no 

centralized kernel or OS running during the execution of BMC applications. Also, a bare 

machine in the BMC paradigm does not have any ownership or store valuable resources; 

and it can be used to run general purpose computing applications. Such characteristics are 
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not found in conventional computing systems including embedded systems and system on 

a chip (SOC). Table 1 compares conventional computing and bare machine computing [1].  

OS-Based System Bare Machine System 
OS, embedded OS, or 

Kernel 
No OS, No embedding, 

No Kernel 

Centralized Control Application Control 

Open Systems Closed Systems 

DLLs, Open Ports No DLLs, No Open Parts 

Mass Storage on-board 
No mass Storage on-board, 

External Storage Only 

Multiple Modules, 
Software, Other vendor entities 

Single application suite or a module 

Dynamic Binding Static Binding 

Vulnerable to OS and  
other commercial software 

No OS or Commercial Software vulnerabilities 

General purpose, 
Multi-user access 

Application centric and 
Single user controlled (or Group controlled) 

Application depend upon  
other entities during execution 

Self-controlled, Self-executed,   
Self-managed application 

Many resources to be exploited by intruders 
In the box 

No valuable resources 
In the bare box 

Virus, worm, etc. 
can get in 

None can get in 

Leaves execution trace or valuable resources  No valuable resources after execution 

Open communication to external users 
Closed communication 
to un-intended users 

Box has to be secured Box can be used by any one 

Privilege and user modes User mode only 

Other users can access the system  
while running 

Only intended users can access while running 
through network interfaces 

Intruders can damage resources 
Intruder may get the system go down but cannot 

damage any resources 

Needs porting to new environments 
No porting, runs on any x86(or target) 

architecture 

Frequent updates, 
dumping and wastage 

No frequent updates, 
no dumping and no wastage 

Applications & System programs Only application programs 
 

Table 1. Comparison of Conventional and BMC Computing 
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2.2 BMC Applications 

Several complex bare applications have been developed in the bare machine computing 

laboratory at Towson University, and most were the most outcome of doctoral research 

work. Long He [9] developed the first bare PC Web server and demonstrated the feasibility 

of building complex software that runs on a bare PC with thousands of threads and 

outperforms other compatible commercial Web servers. Khaksari [10] developed the first 

VoIP soft-phone that runs on a bare PC and provides secure communication on an end-to-

end basis. Alexander [11] built a SIP server and a bare SIP user agent to demonstrate the 

feasibility of running high performance SIP servers with secure communication using the 

SRTP protocol. Ford built the first Email server that runs on a bare PC and provides 

compatible performance to related commercial email servers [12] [13]. Emdadi [14] 

implemented the complex TLS protocol for a bare Web server. Yasinovskyy [15] 

implemented the IPv6 protocol for a bare PC VoIP softphone client. Tsetse implemented 

the bare PC NAT Box and 6to4 Gateway [16] [17] [18]. IPSec on a bare PC was 

implemented by Kazemi [19]. Rawal [20] [21] developed a unique split protocol concept 

and applied it to Web servers that run on a bare PC. He also developed mini-cluster 

configurations for high-performance bare PC Web servers based on the split protocol 

concept [22]. Appiah-Kubi developed a secure Webmail server using TLS [23]. Karne [24] 

developed a USB mass storage device driver for BMC applications. Loukili [25] [26] 

studied TCP performance in BMC, and Augusto-Padilla [27] studied the possibility of 

transforming a Linux wireless driver to run on a Bare PC. Okafor [4] [5] demonstrated a 

feasibility of transforming SQLite database to run on a bare PC. Alexander [28] [11] 

showed the applicability of the BMC paradigm to handheld devices. Liang [29] and 
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Thompson developed FAT32 file systems [7] [6] that run on bare PCs. Chang developed a 

multicore architecture for running a bare PC applications on multiple cores [30]. These 

previous doctoral research projects made possible the discovery of many novel system 

characteristics that are unique to BMC.   

2.3 Other Related Work   

Reducing OS complexity and moving code to user space has been a research interest for 

many over a long period of time. There are many other approaches such as Exokernel [31], 

OS-Kit [32], IO_Lite [33], Palacio and Kitten [34] that move parts of the kernel to the 

application domain does not eliminate a centralized middleware or control in the system. 

The BMC paradigm is not the same as the above approaches as it is at the other end of the 

spectrum. Since there is no centralized OS or Kernel running in a BMC system, the 

applications have the total control of the hardware.  
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3 INTEGRATION OF RAID IN A BARE PC FILE SYSTEM  

In this section, we describe a USB-based bare PC file system that integrates RAID. We 

give details of the novel bare PC RAID design and implementation and also conduct 

experiments to measure system performance.  

3.1 System Architecture 

There are many RAID configurations and commercial RAID systems such as [35] 

[36] [37]. They typically require a hard disk and an OS. This thesis implemented RAID0, 

RAID1, and RAID5 configurations for a bare PC system by writing a bare RAID 

application that extends the bare file and mass storage system for USBs [6]. 

Figure 1 shows the bare RAID system architecture. The FAT32 file system, USB 2.0 device 

driver [24] and RAID object (RAIDObj) are used to implement the bare PC application.  

The FAT32 specification is used for file implementation as it is simple and easy to structure 

for BMC applications. Direct bare PC application interfaces are designed to interface with 

RAIDObj, which can perform operations such as backup, retrieve, check_for_errors, and 

recreate_failed_data. 

Other direct hardware interfaces provide direct communication to hardware for an 

application programmer. For example, an application program and the programmer 

controls required memory, display layout, and interfaces such as keyboard, file and 

network interfaces. The USB driver interfaces are also controlled by the application. There 

is no privileged or system mode in this system (all bare applications run as user applications 

since there is no OS). The RAIDObj provides the logic for implementing the bare RAID 

system. It also interfaces with the existing file system that was designed for the bare PC 

application. The file system in turn interfaces with the bare PC USB device driver, which 
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communicates with the hub controller in the PC. In this implementation, the PC has two 

controllers which provide a total of 10 USB ports. Only 4 ports from each USB controller 

are used for the design of the bare RAID system.  

All bare PC systems have a common task structure that enables execution of a bare 

application or application suite. A circular list stores tasks using a FIFO (first-in-first-out) 

policy for processing. A task is removed and inserted into the circular list when it starts, 

and re-turned to the stack when it ends. Each task runs with-out interruption and only gets 

suspended when it has to wait for an event. It is then selectively resumed on event 

occurrence regardless of its FIFO position. Different applications are handled by 

generating and storing multiple task pools in their corresponding stacks. Tasks are defined 

and their behavior is controlled within the program according to the needs of a given 

application. 

The event-based programming model eliminates the need for centralized control, 

synchronization primitives and concurrency control in a single core machine. In a multicore 

machine, message passing is used instead of shared memory. Bare application programs 

directly communicate to the hardware by using the hardware API (HAPI). In addition, a 

standard bare API is provided for tasking, networking, file system, interrupts, memory and 

other hardware accessories, thus making the low-level internal details transparent to the 

programmer. However, these hardware interfaces are not the same as conventional system 

calls, which require interrupts and the ability to distinguish between user and kernel modes. 

In bare machine computing, there is a single application mode and only one set of 

applications (i.e., an application suite) runs at a time. 
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Figure 1. Bare RAID Architecture 
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3.2 Design and Implementation 

RAID0 and RAID1 configurations can use up to 8 USBs, whereas RAID5 always uses 4 

USBs. Each RAID configuration splits data differently and RAIDObj determines how the 

data is organized. Figure 2 illustrates how a 4 MB file splits into 8 blocks (blocks 1– 8) for 

a 4 USB system with 1024 sectors/block.  Each sector is assumed to contain 512 bytes. 

RAID0 uses block striping, RAID1 uses mirroring and RAID5 uses striping and distributed 

parity as shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2. A 4 MB File with 1024 Sectors/block 
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One USB serves as the bootable device, which contains the BMC RAID application and 

the file data. The bare application is small and takes a negligible amount of space compared 

to the drive capacity. There are two primary control structures used in RAID design and 

implementation. The file control structure (FCS) shown in Figure 3 consists of 96 bytes 

and contains information needed to manage the file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The FCS structure is not visible to the user. The file is stored on a single flash drive if there 

is no RAID. If RAID is used, depending upon the RAID type, the file is divided into blocks 

and stored on multiple USBs. When the file is read, the partitioned blocks are reassembled 

and the file is constructed. A single block contains multiple sectors. A single block at a 

time is stored on or retrieved from a given USB. RAID5 uses parity blocks that are placed 

on different USB drives depending on block location. To simplify RAID5 design, we 

defined a Raid Control Structure (RCS) consisting of 32 bytes as shown in Figure 4.  

Figure 3.  File Control Structure 
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The control parameters needed to manage blocks are stored in the RCS. The temporary 

memory storage shown in Figure 5 helps to make USB read and write operations efficient. 

Specifically, it is used to assemble data blocks, generate parity on the blocks and write to 

USBs. It is also used to check parity and correct blocks as needed before reassembling the 

file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  RAID Control Structure 

Figure 5. Memory Map 
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The FCS and RCS structures simplify design and implementation of the RAID system. 

They may be viewed as schema for the RAID implementation. These structures and the 

application executable are stored on the USB to make the system independent of any       

execution environment. That is, a bootable USB can be carried and run on any desktop that 

has USB ports. At present, the code only runs on any x86 compatible PCs. However, the 

HAPI concept is not limited to a particular CPU architecture and provides the basis to build 

bare RAID systems that run on other devices. 

The RAID system is written in C/C++. The HAPI is in C++ and its internal implementation 

uses Microsoft assembly code. The boot and loader code is written in NASM. The USB 

device driver [24] is primarily written in C except for a small number of lines of assembly 

code. The bare RAID application can be made available on the Web since it has been 

integrated with existing code for a bare Web server (as an application suite). The size of 

the executable containing the USB driver, Web server, file system, RAID, user interfaces 

and the HAPI is about 785 KB. The bootable USB contains this application suite along 

with the RAID file. The other data USBs only contain partitioned data necessary for RAID. 

The data could be encrypted and authenticated using standard algorithms that have been 

implemented on existing bare systems. For additional security, the bootable and data USBs 

must be physically secured. We have not used any hardware controls in the USBs for RAID 

or security. 
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3.3 Performance 

Measurements for a BMC file system and raw read/write measurements for a bare USB 

driver are given in [6] and [24] respectively.  Here, we measure the performance of the 

bare RAID system with different configuration parameters (file size, sectors/block and 

number of USBs) by measuring the time for write, read and flush file operations. Table 2 

shows the number of blocks stored in each USB for a 64 MB file with 512 sectors/block. 

RAID1 uses mirroring, so the number of blocks is double the number in RAID0. In RAID5, 

for each of the 3 data blocks there is one parity block and one or two dummy blocks to 

make the number of blocks evenly divisible by 4 (86 parity blocks and 2 dummy blocks 

for a 64 MB file). Compared to RAID0, RAID1 requires twice the number of blocks and 

RAID5 1.375 times the number of blocks. The results below were obtained using the bare 

RAID file system using 2GB capacity USBs and a Dell Optiplex 960 desktop with 3 GHz 

clock speed and 4 GB memory. 

3.3.1 File Size  

Time is measured in milliseconds for write, read and flush operations on each USB 

when the file size varies from 4 MB to 64 MB. For a 64 MB file using 512 sectors/block 

for example, the time to write the number of blocks specified is measured as shown in 

Table 2 to each USB. Figure 6 shows write times for RAID0, RAID1 and RAID5. Write 

time for RAID1 is 2.17 (3997/1838) times higher than for RAID0, which is slightly higher 

than the value in Table 2. Similarly, write time for RAID5 is 1.39 (2573/1838) times higher 

than RAID0, which is also slightly than the value in Table 2 (RAID5 includes times to 

generate the parity on blocks).   
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Table 2. Number of Blocks for RAID0, RAID1, RAID5 Using A 64 MB File Size 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RAID0 RAID1 RAID5 

64 128 (2 times) 88 (1.375 times) 

Figure 6.Write Times for File Sizes between 4 to 64 MB. 
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Figure 7 shows read timings using the same configuration parameters. Read times for 

RAID1 and RAID5 are respectively 1.92 and 1.15 times more than for RAID0, which is 

also close to the values in Table 2. Notice that read times are always less than the 

corresponding write times. The flush operation requires flushing the data from memory to 

the boot USB (including all data, root directory and FAT tables). Figure 8 shows that the 

flush times have little variation for each RAID configuration as the file data after 

reassembly is same as the original data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Read Times for File Sizes between 4 to 64 MB. 
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3.3.2 Block Size 

RAID5 times are measures for write and read operations when sectors/block is varied 

from 128 to 1024 sectors. Figure 9 shows that while block size does not have much impact 

on read operations, larger block size gives better performance for write operations. For ex-

ample, increasing the block size from 128 to 1024 (8 times), improves the write time by a 

factor of 1.68 (3895/2320). Read operations can thus use smaller block sizes while write 

operations can use larger block sizes. The disadvantage of using larger block sizes is that 

we observed more errors for write operations due to device driver limitations. The USB 

device architecture is limited to writing 40 sectors at a time as defined by its memory 

buffer. With larger block sizes, more iterations of 40 sectors will be done to complete the 

operation (until all sectors are done). Details of the underlying bare USB device driver are 

given in [24]. 

 

Figure 8. Flush Times for File Sizes between 4 to 64 MB 
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3.3.3 Number of USBs 

 The number of USBs varied for RAID0, and measured write and read times for a 64 

MB file with 1024 sectors/block. Figure 10 shows that write times and read times converge 

as the number of USBs increase because there is a lesser load on each USB. This suggests 

that in a bare RAID file system using USBs, it is better to have more USBs to improve 

write performance (this may not apply to hard disks).  

These measurements demonstrate the feasibility of implementing a bare RAID system 

and give some insight into designing similar systems to handle big data. It is also possible 

to build a distributed RAID system that uses only one large capacity USB per node. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.  RAID5 Write and Read Times for 128 to 1024 Sectors/Block 
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3.4 Summary 

This research described a new approach for designing RAID systems using bare 

machines and a USB-based file system. It also provided design and implementation details 

as well as preliminary performance data. Bare RAID systems limit the capability of an 

attacker who relies on OS or kernel facilities to compromise the system. They can thus 

provide a starting point for building secure OS-independent file systems, databases, cloud 

and big data storage systems, and novel mass storage applications. The feasibility of using 

bare machine RAID systems as an alternative approach for secure data preservation and 

long term archiving [38] without the need to reformat file data is also of interest. While the 

current bare RAID system implementation requires Intel x86 hardware, it could be in 

principle ported to other devices with different CPU architectures by redesigning the HAPI. 

 

Figure 10. RAID0 Write and Read Times Using Multiple USBs (64 MB File, 1024 Sectors/Block) 
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4 INTEGRATION OF SQLITE IN A BMC WEB SERVER   

It is becoming increasingly common to hear that some social network data has been 

compromised or that some email or text messages have been stolen. Such security 

failures highlight the tradeoff between the need to keep sensitive information private 

and the convenience of having data accessible via public networks, where it can be 

compromised. Yet, most information systems that deal with private data or email 

communication are hosted on systems that are accessible via the Internet.  

Since it is difficult for ordinary users to build communication systems that do not 

use the Internet or ISP services, a possible means to protect communication is to use 

end-to-end security together with smaller simpler clients and servers that are harder to 

attack. The BMC paradigm, which is inherently secure, provides an alternative to 

conventional OS-based systems for building such systems. It is especially suited for 

building secure applications that run on bare machines and enable select groups to 

communicate privately with no dependence on any external software such as an OS or 

OS libraries that are prone to exploitation. Such applications will be smaller and easier 

to secure than conventional applications that typically require some form of OS or 

kernel support. 

In this section, we provide details of a BMC system that enables private 

communication among a limited group of users. The system provides database (DB) 

and novel DB mail services via SQLite for a limited group of users. It is based on the 

BMC paradigm that has inherent security by design. 
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4.1 System Overview  

Figure 11 shows the architecture of the proposed system and the components of the 

integrated BMC Web server. The system is based on a bare PC Webserver [21] [20], which 

provides services to clients equipped with ordinary OS-based Web browsers. The clients 

can use PHP or HTML interfaces to access DB services, DB mail services, or Web services 

hosted on the BMC server. This multi-faceted system provides a baseline for secure private 

communication among individuals using standard Internet protocols and the Internet 

infrastructure. The popular SQLite DB engine is integrated with the BMC Web server to 

provide database facilities, but without using any OS or kernel. The DB client and DB mail 

client data are stored on a USB flash drive. SQLite’s command line interfaces are used for 

system administration and debug purposes. 
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When the BMC server is booted, required files are transferred from an OS based 

(Windows) server using a lean version of TFTP (trivial FTP). These files are stored in 

memory and used during server operation. If there is a pre-existing database, it will also be 

loaded during this process. After the files are transferred, the BMC server runs to provide 

the necessary services to clients. A dummy DB needs to be created so that SQLite becomes 

operational (it needs a DB pointer to do any operation). Browser-based clients access pages 

stored on the BMC Web server using the HTTP protocol as usual, while DB clients can 

submit queries and access the SQLite DB database through a PHP interface. A “mail” table 

Figure 11.  System Architecture 
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is created to define the DB mail database. A “profile” for users with username and 

password is also loaded before the DB mail application starts.   

The BMC server is a small simple system without OS dependencies that is easier to 

analyze for security vulnerabilities. It does not provide any facilities to run scripts, add new 

applications or load dynamic libraries. The system performs functions that are defined 

during development time, and allows new profiles to be loaded to add or delete users as 

needed. The system runs on any x86 architecture based PCs or Laptops.   

4.2 System Integration  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Task Interface 
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Many components need to be integrated to build this BMC server. In what follows, we 

give details of all components except for the bare PC USB file system, which is described 

in [39].  

Tasks: There are six major tasks running in the system. The interaction between these 

tasks is shown in Fig. 12. When a system boots up from the USB, it presents a user menu 

to provide services. Using the “Load” option, the user can load the integrated server 

application. After loading, the “Run” option used to run the application, which starts the 

Main Task (MT). 

There is only one MT in the system. In the MT, all other tasks are created, initialized 

and stored in their respective task pools. There is also a single Receive Task (RT) for 

receiving packets from the network. The four task pools in the system are:  USB Task (UT), 

SQLite Task (ST), HTTP Task (HT) and Post Task (PT).  These task pools reside in their 

respective stacks. Whenever a task is needed, it is popped from the stack and placed into a 

circular list for execution. When a task is complete it is pushed back onto the stack. The 

circular list maintains the current tasks and processes each in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 

manner. When a packet arrives, the MT starts the RT. The RT runs as a single thread of 

execution without interruption until the packet is processed. If the packet has a GET request 

an HT is started, and if it has a POST request a PT is started. A USB event such as insert, 

remove, read or write will invoke a USB task to process the event. Similarly, a client’s new 

SQLite event will start a SQLite task. For simplicity, this paper only considers one SQLite 

event (i.e., a single SQLite client); however, the system design and implementation does 

not limit the number of SQLite events (clients).  
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SQLite Integration: The SQLite code integrated in this system is taken from the 

amalgamated package [2], which has two “C” files: shell.c and sqlite3.c.  The shell.c has 

“main()” and other user interfaces. When this code was transformed to run on a bare PC, 

all system call interfaces were replaced with bare PC interfaces [4].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 shows the processing logic to integrate the bare PC SQLite system with the rest 

of the application. We changed the “main()” call in the shell.c file to “main_call()”,  so that 

Figure 13. Integration of SQLite System 

Shared Memory  
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there is only one main() in the system. The MT starts ST, which in turn calls “main_call().” 

The ST runs along with the other tasks in the integrated Web server application. When ST 

starts, it prompts “>sqlite” and waits for the user requests. At the server side, all SQLite 

commands are run using this command line interface.  

The original SQLite is designed as a client. To integrate SQLite in the bare PC Web 

server, we created a dummy database. In “shell.c” there is an instance of a database, and 

appropriate initializations are done in the file “sqlite3.c.” Otherwise, SQLite will not create 

any database instance. This approach allows us to use the SQLite code as is and simply tap 

into the database interface in the file “shell.c.” As shown in Fig. 13, a small script file t1.sql 

is used for this purpose. It includes the do-meta-command “.read t1.sql” to create a dummy 

database and a dummy table t1. We can enter other SQL statements or meta-commands at 

the command prompt before running the script file. Once the script file is run, the SQLite 

interface at the command line interface is disabled as the “.DBR” meta-command sets a 

DBR flag in shared memory. The “.DBR” meta-command is added to the SQLite set of 

commands.  

When the DBR flag is set, the SQLite shell program will go into the “do_meta_1” loop. 

When necessary, ST suspends itself and waits for the client requests. The suspend() 

function returns to the MT. The suspend() function in C++ was mapped to the suspend() 

function in C (as class instantiation cannot be done from our C program). Once the DBR 

flag is set, SQLite processes client queries via a POST command.  

Many issues were addressed when integrating SQLite database capability into the bare 

PC Web server. They involved the file, task and client interfaces to SQLite. Other 
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implementation issues involved communicating from the C code to the C++ code, which 

required special pointer conversions and prototypes. 

4.3 Design Insights 

Writing applications in a BMC environment is quite different than writing applications 

in a conventional system, which typically requires an OS platform or some form of a kernel. 

The BMC application methodology as described in [40] illustrates this concept. The BMC 

programming paradigm may be viewed as a holistic approach, where one needs to consider 

all aspects of application and system programming, and the execution environment. As 

there is no OS or centralized kernel running in the system only a user mode is supported, 

and the programmer writes BMC applications that consist of a sequence of events 

executing in an interleaved fashion. Each event code becomes a small thread of execution 

that runs without any interrupts or task switching. The programmer has the total control of 

both application and execution flow. For network communication, BMC applications have 

their own Ethernet driver and a complete lean TCP/IP stack that implements the protocols 

needed by the application.  

A network event in the integrated Web server application occurs when a TCP packet 

arrives with a SYN flag.  As shown in Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b, client and server go through 

several states when sending and receiving packets during the connection. In the integrated 

system, either an HTTP GET request or a HTTP POST request is sent by the client. When 

the client needs data from the server a GET request is used, and when it sends data to the 

server a POST request is used. For a GET request, the server knows how many packets to 

send and it can control the data transfer. For a POST request, the client controls the data 

transfer. The number of packets for a POST request depends on the content length sent in 
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the first packet. The server keeps track of the number of packets and the total data size to 

verify that all packets have arrived.   

 

 

 

Figure 14a. Network Flow Control 
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Figure 14b. Network Flow Control (cont.) 
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POST data processing requires a PHP parser. To avoid complexity only the functionality 

needed for the integrated application is implemented in our PHP parser. Since we are 

designing a server system, we are able to control the design of the PHP files and their 

contents.  

It should be noted that HTML files are static content and PHP files are dynamic content. 

The database access from the client requires dynamic content due to the dynamic nature of 

queries and DB mail. When a POST arrives at the server, a packet of data at a time is 

received until all packets of data are received. Then the server will process the data 

according to the type of the request. There are five types of interfaces from the client to the 

server, which uses five forms. These types are shown in Table 3. Each type of form 

corresponds to a different type of PHP file. In addition, the client fetches the results from 

the DB using a separate form named “inbox.php.” Thus a total of six PHP files are required 

in the system. Parsed attributes of each file are also shown in Table 3.  

 

 

When the “login.php” file comes in as POST data, the server parses this data for the 

username and password, validates them and logs the information. This information is used 

throughout the session for a given user while logged in. Only necessary information is 

Function File name Operation 

Login Login php Extract username, password 

DB Query Compose.php 
Inbox.php 

Extract query 
Put results 

Send Mail Sendmail.php Extract mail parameters 
Form Insert query 

Receive mail Retrieve.php 
Inbox.php 

Extract username 
Form select query 

Insert results in file 

Delete mail Delete.php Extract username 
Form Delete query 

 
Table 3. PHP Files and their Parsed Attributes 
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parsed using the keywords; the file also has keywords to help the parser find the key 

reference points.  

Database queries from a client will come in as a “compose.php” file to the server 

through the POST command. The server extracts the query data from the packet(s) and 

forms a query block for the SQLite server, which returns the results in a memory block. 

These results are inserted into the “inbox.php” file at the insertion points shown in Fig. 15. 

The insertion points “POINT1” and “POINT2” provide the references in the files to insert 

data into the file. When the result data is inserted, the file size may increase and the 

“POINT2” reference will be moved down to increase the file size according the size of the 

data inserted in the file. This technique enables us to avoid writing a full PHP parser.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. PHP File 
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For sending mail, the “sendmail.php” file is used to form a mail message. At the server, 

mail attributes such as from, to, subject, and body are extracted, and an INSERT query is 

formed. This query is sent to SQLite for execution and checked for a good return code. 

Parsing of the “sendmail.php” file is similar to the other PHP files. In this case, a username 

is also parsed from the mail content and validated by comparing with the login name.  

Receiving mail is more complex than the other client requests. The “retrieve.php” file 

sent to the server through the POST command contains the username of the receiver, which 

is used to retrieve mail from all other users. A SELECT query is formed to retrieve emails 

for a given user from all other users (if any). This query is sent to SQLite and the results 

are obtained. These results are then inserted into the “inbox.php” file, and the client sends 

a GET request to see the results. Inserting results into the file “inbox.php” is similar to 

inserting database query results.  

Finally, the “delete.php” file comes in to the server as POST data. At the server, the 

username is extracted from the message and the appropriate query is formed to delete the 

mail message from the database. For a given user, it deletes mail from a sender based on 

the sender’s username. Only one mail message at a time can be deleted. 

The current version of the server is a prototype that demonstrates the feasibility of 

integrating SQLite and provides basic functionality to illustrate handling of DB queries 

and DB mail. It can be easily extended to perform more sophisticated functions as it is 

designed in a modular fashion.  

4.4 Implementation 

The general methodology to implement BMC applications is described in [40]. SQLite 

integration is implemented in C/C++ with direct hardware interfaces. The server 
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application uses an Intel Gigabit NIC (on-board chip) and its corresponding BMC driver. 

The executable size is 821,248 bytes. This includes the application code and the required 

execution environment code that makes it a self-contained, self-managed and self-

controlled application. A user controlled USB drive contains this executable including its 

boot code, which is used to boot up a bare PC and run the server application. The 

application runs on any Intel x86 architecture based PC or laptop. The SQLite source code 

is 140K lines, and POST source code is 3K lines. 

4.5 Functional Operation 

This section describes the functional operation of the server when handling DB mail 

and DB queries. It also shows some results from running the server including example 

screens and pages displayed at the client, a bare server display, and a Wireshark network 

packet trace.  

4.5.1 Server Operation    

When a system is powered up, the Web server runs and the display shows the SQLite 

prompt in Fig. 16, and other information that is used for diagnostics and debugging. An 

administrator can also enter command line queries and get the response on the screen. 

Administrative functions such as loading user profiles and creating a dummy database can 

be done before clients access the database. Reading the “t1.sql” file makes the database 

ready for client operations. At this point the DBR flag is set in memory so that POST 

commands will be processed for client requests. The server screen shows that STand MT 

are running. As noted earlier, RT runs whenever a new packet arrives, a PT runs when a 
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POST command is received, an HT runs when a GET request is received, and a UT runs 

when a USB event occurs. The server will keep running until it is powered down.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17 shows a Wireshark trace with an HTTP GET request for the “barerocks530k.gif” 

file. Intermediate packets are deleted to minimize the trace for display.  

 

Figure 16. Server SQLite Interface 
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Fig. 18 shows a Wireshark trace for read mail with a POST (which has the user name) 

and an HTTP GET request for the “inbox.php” file containing the results.  

Figure 17. A Wireshark Trace for GET and The Client Page 
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4.5.2 Database Application   

The SQLite DB application runs as a client server system.  A client access the Web page 

shown in Fig. 19. In order to access the DB or DB mail, a user clicks on the DB link. Then 

the login interface in Fig. 20 appears. The user enters the username and password which 

are validated and the system menu is displayed as in Fig. 21. Selecting the DB Query 

option, a user can enter a SQLite query as shown in Fig. 22. The results of the query are 

displayed as in Fig. 23. Database queries can be typed in as text in the window or they can 

be included in an attachment. The system is tested for both options. 

Figure 18. A Wireshark Trace for Read and The Read Mail Page 
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A database application running on the system can be accessed by users and 

administrators. The bare PC Web server has a debug mode, where some Web pages can 

show the internal server operations and DB operations. DB queries are limited to the 

queries that can be performed by SQLite.   

 

Figure 19. Database Access Page 

Figure 20. Login Page 
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Figure 21. Menu Screen 
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Figure 23. Query Results Page 

Figure 22. Query Page  

Enter Query  
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4.5.3 Database Mail Application 

The SQLite database mail application is referred to as DB mail. DB mail is different 

from other mail systems. It is designed to work with a limited group of users who share the 

SQLite database to send and receive email. They login to the Web server and send/receive 

email to/from their peers. The DB mail system does not include TLS, but it can be added 

by integrating with a TLS Web server [14]. The SQLite DB is created by a DB 

administrator in a physically secure manner. In the same way, user accounts and passwords 

are also given by the administrator. Any user can send email to any other user in the group. 

The clients can be any users with a Web browser on any standard OS platform. Email 

messages sent by a client are stored in the database. When a user is logged in, they can read 

their email or delete the email from a given user. DB mail does not allow any spam since 

it is only for a select group of users. More sophisticated functions can be added to the 

system to provide additional features as needed.  

DB mail operations can be send, receive, or delete. A send mail form is shown in Fig. 

24. It requires sender name, receiver name, subject, and message body. This form is sent 

to the server as a POST message. The server will insert this query into the mail database 

and return.  

A receive mail form is shown in Fig. 25. It requires the username for the user who wants 

to receive mail. The results of receive mail are shown in Fig. 26. All emails received for 

this user are displayed. The server receives the username and password and forms a query. 

It submits the query to SQLite and collects results. The results are stored in a file and 

returned to the client through a GET request.  
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Similarly, the delete mail form is shown in Fig. 27. It requires the sender username for 

which a message is to be deleted. A user must be logged in (as a receiver) to delete sender 

messages.   

 

Figure 24.  Send Mail Page 
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Figure 25. Receive Mail Page 

Figure 26. Receive Mail Results Page 
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Figure 27. Delete Page 
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5 SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS  

This research serves as a foundation for integrating complex BMC applications. We 

showed how to run a BMC Web server, database and file system as a single monolithic 

executable providing a new model for storage systems. This integrated model is a building 

block to construct BMC systems with simplicity and security by design. Using this model, 

it becomes possible to integrate more complex databases such as MySQL and other 

database systems into Web-based systems. The email system with an integrated database 

enables a select group of users to communicate in a closed system environment with 

controlled security and privacy. The inherent security by design in this model provides an 

alternate way of managing storage using BMC paradigm. When storage becomes 

independent of the OS and environment, the stored data can be used for long term archiving 

that is not prone to obsolescence and porting as long as the underlying CPU architecture is 

compatible. It is not difficult to add a direct hardware API for a new instruction set 

architecture and still preserve the rest of the code in the application.  
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6 CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, we described the implementation of RAID on a bare PC file system. 

We also showed how to integrate an open source database system such as SQLite to work 

with existing bare PC applications. Our research shows how to use this system for real 

world client/server applications such as DB and DB mail. Finally, it enables SQLite to run 

in a client/server environment.  

The integration of SQLite into a bare PC Web server illustrates a novel approach to 

integrate a variety of applications based on the BMC paradigm. The DB and DB mail 

applications in the BMC Web server are used by ordinary clients with OS-based Web 

browsers. Our design and implementation shows how to run the existing SQLite code as is 

in a bare PC environment instead of an OS platform.  

The integrated system provides DB mail for a select group of users without the 

complexity and vulnerabilities of general purpose public email systems. It can be used by 

a closed group of users for secure private communication in military, government or 

commercial organizations. The ability to run SQLite in a bare PC environment shows that 

it is possible to run existing code in pervasive devices without changes. Furthermore, if 

applications are built using the BMC paradigm, they can be run ubiquitously on many CPU 

architectures. 

Our research is a first step towards integrating other complex open source applications 

to run on a bare PC or a bare machine system. This approach avoids the use of a 

conventional OS or kernel eliminating both the security and performance drawbacks of 

conventional systems. Future research can build on this work by integrating other 

commercial database systems with BMC applications.  
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APPENDIX  

In this appendix, we give internal details of the BMC systems we have implemented. In 

many cases, we provide relevant parts of the actual code.      

A. Compilation Environment 

The bare PC file system is written entirely in C/C++. The file system uses a newly 

developed USB device driver and existing bare PC C++ API calls to interface with the 

hardware. A bare PC C++ API call invokes a C call, and that in turn invokes an assembly 

call. The compiling environment uses batch files to compile and link the file system 

application with the necessary bare PC code. The Visual Studio C++ compiler (batch 

mode), MASM 6.11 assembler, and Turbo assembler were used to create executable 

modules. We have written batch files to do compilation and linking for boot and loader 

programs and the file system application.  

B. Operating Environment 

RAID: An Optiplex 960 PC was used for RAID implementation and for SQLite Web 

server integration. This PC has 4MB of memory and ten USB ports. It has two USB 

controllers, 4 and 6 ports in each. The most significant implementation for RAID involves 

roaming across USB ports to slice data across them. The “processRequest()” function 

contains complete code for processing a RAID request as shown in Figure 28-33. This code 

illustrates the details of RAID processing.   
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processRequest() function code 

 

Figure 28. Process Request Part 1 
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Figure 29. Process Request Part 2 
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Figure 30. Process Request Part 3 
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Figure 31. Process Request Part 4 
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Figure 32. Process Request Part 5 
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Figure 33. Process Request Part 6 
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SQLite: The same system used for RAID is also used for SQLite integration. However, 

the operating environment for SQLite is a client server system, where SQLite is integrated 

with the BMC Web server and the clients can run on any Windows machines. The code 

snippets in shell.c that were modified for integration are shown in Figs. 34-41. A new 

command DBR is shown in Fig. 34. An interface function do_meta1 between SQLite and 

post processing is implemented as shown in Fig. 35. The shell_exe function in shell.c  was 

modified in several places to interface with the Webserver and for post processing. This 

function is shown in Figs. 35 through 41. The SQLite code adopted here is designed to run 

as a command line interface. The command line interface runs as a separate SQLite task 

along with the Webserver. In order to make the SQLite run as a client/server system, the 

command line interface has to be disabled. It is done through running a DBR command. 

This command will set a DBR flag in the system. When this flag is set, the do_meta1 

function call is used from the post process to interact with SQLite and the SQLite task is 

idle.  
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Shell.c code snippets 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34. Shell.c Part 1 
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Figure 35. Shell.c Part 2 
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Figure 36. Shell.c Part 3 
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Figure 37. Shell.c Part 4 
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Figure 38. Shell.c Part 5 
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Figure 39. Shell.c Part6 
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Figure 40. Shell.c Part7 
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Figure 41. Shell.c Part8 
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C. Directory Structure 

Figure 42 shows the directory structure used to build the applications described in this 

dissertation. Each directory in the list describes a class for that particular function. The /bin 

directory contains the Visual Studio compiler that is used to compile and link the programs 

using batch files. This directory structure is independent of any Visual Studio environment 

running on an OS platform. Each directory has a batch file that helps to compile assembly 

or C/C++ code. The /Webserver directory has the main program test.cpp to create 

executable test.exe. A single executable file is used that consists of all objects and runs as 

a single monolithic executable. There is an mk.bat file that creates a bootable USB and 

installs the test.exe along with other files onto a USB flash drive. This flash drive is the 

source of booting, loading and serving as a mass storage.    
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Figure 42. Directory 
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D. USB Map 

Figure 43 shows a USB map for storing files and other related information. Each USB 

has the same map and is stored in memory in different memory areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43. USB Map 
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E. Memory Map 

Figs. 44 and 45 illustrate a memory map used for implementing applications as 

discussed in this dissertation. The test unit has 4GB of memory and the applications use 

only real memory without paging or virtual memory. For SQLite memory, there is a 

memory class object that provides an interface to malloc() called by SQLite program. A 

memory map is drawn for a given application suite and the designer makes the decisions 

for this map locations as needed. There is no actual memory management in the BMC 

applications.  
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Figure 44. Memory Map Part 1 
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Figure 45.  Memory Map Part 2 
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F. PHP Files 

 Table 3 shows the PHP files used in the application. The files b_login.php, inbox.php, 

b_compose.php and sendmail.php are parsed by the application. Building a comprehensive 

PHP parser is expensive and is not needed for this application suite. To make the parser 

simpler, some keywords were placed in a PHP file. For example, b_login has two keywords 

b_uname and b_pword. These keywords are unique in the file. The PHP files are shown in 

Figure 46-56 for reference. The keywords are underlined in the figures to identify the 

keywords. In the inbox.php, two keywords POINT100 and POINT101, indicate the 

location where the query results to be inserted.     
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Figure 46. b-login.php Part1 
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Figure 47. b_login.php Part 2 
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Figure 47. Inbox.php Part 1 
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Figure 48. Inbox.php Part 2 
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Figure 49. Sendmail.php Part1 
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Figure 50. Sendmail.php Part 2 
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Figure 51. b_compose.php Part 1 
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Figure 52. b_compose.php Part 2 
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Figure 53. b_compose.php Part 3 
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